
2016 Sale Season

This year we are offering a pen of 5 March shorn rams at 
Hamilton Sheepvention on August 2nd.  We are also offering full 
wool rams at Bendigo and Dubbo sales.

Hamilton Sheepvention Sale Team 

Tag B/W Kg Mic SD CV CF

B15099 100 19.8 3.0 15.2 99.8

LB15002 96 17.9 2.9 16.2 99.8

LB15004 101 17.0 2.6 15.3 99.7

LB15010 100 16.9 2.5 14.8 99.8

LB15027 108 17.8 2.8 15.7 99.7
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B15099 is out of the 
special medium syndi-
cate. A well nourished 
quality medium wool 
ram with a well put 
together frame. An 
exceptionally productive 
and supple skin.  A well 
balanced sire.

LB15002 is ET bred out 
of a One Oak No 2 ewe.  
This ram has   
outstanding quality wool 
and a constitution that 
will handle any   
environment.

LB15004 is by OOP sire 
B13014. He is ET bred 
out of a One Oak No2 
ewe. A large famed sire 
with a rich deep crimp-
ing, elite style wool. With 
a bright well nourished 
wool, he was one of the 
heavier cutting rams of his 
drop.

LB15010 is out of our 
fine syndicate. He has 
a constitution, structure 
and wool quality to breed 
dual purpose, fine wool 
sheep, which will thrive 
in high rainfall and cold 
condition areas.

LB15027 is bred from 
our fine syndicate. This 
ram is a unique stud sire 
with heavy fine quality 
wool and a constitution 
to increase production of 
wool and meat. A robust, 
deep and square bodied 
sire, that fattens easily. 
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Bendigo Sale Team 

Tag B/W Kg Mic SD CV CF

W12215 123 19.1 2.9 15.2 99.9

W12216 132 19.0 2.8 14.7 99.8

W12008 116 18.4 2.8 15.2 99.8

W12215 (twin) by GP is ET bred out of a Collinsville Majestic, 
One Oak cross ewe. This is a sire with a long line of ET breeding 
on the mother’s side.  A well balanced sire with a very safe and 
high  quality, fine medium wool and productive skin.

W12216 (twin) is by GP and is a twin with W12215. He is bred 
for easy production of quality wool and meat. With extra length of 
staple all over, a heavy quality wool and the right nourishment, he 
is a type of ram that will have an impact.

W12008 (twin) is by GP from the same ET flush as W15 and 
W16. He was also born a twin, due to the mother giving 30 viable  
embrios, so that 2 embrios were placed in each recipient ewe. An  
uncomplicated long, soft and safe wool sheep with quality  
breeding. W8 is a very good commercial ram. 

One Oak Poll Stud Sires

Tag B/W Kg Mic SD CV CF

BR15006 110 19.6 3.5 17.9 99.3

BR14008 132 20.1 3.0 14.9 99.4

BR15006 (left) 
one yr old, is out of 
the special  
syndicate ewes and 
is a big, well  
balanced medium 
wool sire, bred to 
handle all condi-
tions. His constitu-
tion, long square 
body and straight 
forward  

medium wool was obvious from a young age. He is  unmulsed 
and uncomplicated, yet still one of the heaviest cutting of his drop.

BR14008, 2 yr old, is AI bred out of the top One Oak special stud 
ewes. This ram has a quality build and wool. A superior wool sire 
with  heavy wool and body. Possibly the best sire One Oak Poll has 
bred.  His sire, B12014, has consistently bred this type.

Dubbo Sale Result

B13049 won Reserve Champion Sale Ram at the Rabobank 
Dubbo Ram Sale in 2015.  He later sold for $6000 to Ashley and 
Melody Wilson from Yass. With a micron of 18.3, this ram weighed 
132 kilograms.
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One Oak Poll On Property Auction

Our 2016 on property auction will be held on Monday 26th  
September. Inspection from 10am with the auction to  
commence at 1pm. Our 2015 auction saw 107 rams cleared for an 
average of $1475 and a top of $6500. The top priced ram was  pur-
chased by long term One Oak Poll clients, Dick and Caroline Gavel, 
from “Gulgo” Condobolin (below). Rams also available for private 

selection.

2016 Calender
July 15th-18th: Australian Sheep and Wool Show,  
Bendigo - display, show and sale

August 1st and 2nd: Hamilton Sheepvention, offering a 
pen of five rams 

August 12th: Ellders Riverina Sheep Expo, Deniliquin, site 
display

August 23rd-25th: Dubbo National Show and Sale, Show 
team, display and sale rams 

September 1st: Southwest Slopes Merino Field Day, site 
display

September 26th: One Oak Poll On Property Auction 
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